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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The need for passenger comfort, road handling abilities of tires, vehicle handling characteristics, have been the major challenge in the design of suspension system over the years. However, the ride comfort is the main concern in order to give comfort feeling of the passengers in the running conditions and arises from various sources of vibrations of the vehicle body which comes from the road surface irregularities. However, vertical displacement and vehicle acceleration caused by roll motions and pitch give an effects both on vehicle comfort and driving safety [1].

Suspension systems work to give an offer for better vehicle ride handling and increase vehicle stability. The amplitude acceleration of sprung mass might be suppressed and the deflection of the tire can be reduced. It will improve efficiently the above mentioned features. In general, suspension systems can be categorized into three groups which are the passive suspension, semi-active suspensions and active suspensions. Moreover, there is a characteristic in passive suspension system where the damper and springs are fixed. These physical characteristics are classified based on the design goals and the intended application. The energy dissipating element in passive suspension is like energy storing element, damper and spring.

In the year 1970’s semi-active suspension systems has been first proposed. The conventional spring element is retained in this kind of system but the controllable damper was used as a replacement of damper itself. To change the damping levels and drive an embedded
controller, an external power is required. Thus, the passive suspension system is simpler compared to the fully active suspension system which performs with the high cost.

Active suspension is one of a new technology that has been developed and widely used in modern cars. The body vertical vibration can be prevented with an active force produce by an actuator and its characteristic straightly affects the vehicle’s comfort, stability and safety [2]. In active suspension system, the body vibration which is developed due to the uneven road surface and from the carrier system can be suppressed with the help of actuator. Furthermore, the amount of suspension deflection was affected by the vehicle structural features which help in reducing car body acceleration. A higher level of suspension are reachable by designing suspension which can control and focus on minimizing car body acceleration and the suspension deflection is small and approached its limit. Moreover, an active suspension control not only can offer good vibration isolation for the sprung mass to improve pitch, roll and have response of the vehicle body but also can achieve better handling stability in critical maneuvering, accelerating and braking [3]

1.2 Problem Statement

Suspension system plays an important role to allow the vehicle weight, to cut off the vehicle body from road instabilities and to preserve the traction force between the tire and the road surface. Most of the suspension system include springs and dampers as conventional passive elements. The vehicle suspension consists of the shock absorber to transmit all forces between body and road, wishbones, and the spring carries the body mass and separates from road disturbances. Moreover, it also involves concerning inconsistent propositions. The vehicle body must be well isolated from the road surface irregularities. In addition, the deflection of suspension must remain as small as
possible to control and handle vehicles on road. Therefore, in order to improve both ride comfort and good handling performance, there are many experimental and analysis studies have been done on active suspensions.

Passive suspensions comply with the comfort, security, and stability but mainly decrease in comfort as this type of suspension is not possible to modify its actuators as they present the shortcomings of the way. But, an improvement on passive suspension system can be made and come with an active suspension with multi PID controller in order to achieve those goals. An active suspension will work effectively by combining the passive suspension component and force actuator sensor in order to decrease body vertical displacement and acceleration and also angular body displacement and velocity. So that, it will improve the ride comfort and stability of the vehicle.

The trade-off between handling and ride is one of the problems that recently has been discussed among researchers and it is strongly related to an active anti-roll suspension systems performance. The control system has been proposed will give an advantage to the adjustable damper and the controlling the vehicle body roll with the development of an electric active stabilizer suspension system to enhance the control performance [4]. Thus, the sensor in active suspension system act as an indicator to the vehicle body displacement and acceleration. The type of response that will drive back to the actuator depends on the condition after the input has been analyzed and measured. Then, the signal from the controller will send to the force actuator and it will determine how much force it needs to control the suspension system.

In this research, the objective of this study is to design and proposed of multi-order PID controller on active anti roll suspension system and how it give effects on the vertical and angular movement of vehicle body. Spring, damper and force actuator are the main component of active
suspension and the control system will be applied on it. The control signal that has been implemented will provide forces between upper sprung mass and below unsprung. The best output comparison between Passive Suspension and Multi-order Proportional Integral Derivative Controller (MOPID) are based on how the controller will be design and implement. The ability of the MOPID controller performance need to be evaluated in this research on how it can reduce vertical body acceleration, vertical body displacement, angular body displacement and also angular body velocity.

1.3 Research Background

Few methods of the controller that have been designed related to an active suspension system and it’s have been suggested to improve the handling ability and the riding ease of cars. However, the mathematical model is too difficult to identify its controller design when an active suspension system has nonlinear and undefined characteristics. In order to improve the ride comfort and life of the system structure, the acceleration and amplitude of vibration of the sprung mass must be suppressed effectively.

Several strategies have been suggested and developed to control the suspension system performance. There are three groups of control strategies involve in controlling suspension system which are linear controller, nonlinear controller, and intelligent controller.
1.4 **Objectives of Research**

The objectives of this research are:

1. To simulate and verified of four degrees of freedom (4 DOF) half car suspension system model.
2. To design multi-order PID controller using Matlab/Simulink.
3. To analyze the stability of vehicle performance by implementing multi order PID controller

1.5 **Scope of Research**

The scope of this research covers the followings:

1. This research is emphases on the controller abilities to reduce body vertical displacement, body acceleration, angular displacement and also angular velocity by using Matlab/Simulink simulation software.
2. Four degrees of freedom (4 DOF) half car has been modeled and used in this study. The system works as an active anti-roll suspension system. The tires will be attached to the system which has spring, damper effect and force actuator. The rotational motion in a body is included (roll).
3. Performed only ride comfort and stability analysis.
4. The controller performance is examined on its capability to reduce the effects of road disturbances.
5. The half car model is verified with the result from CarSim through simulation that is carried out using Matlab/Simulink.
1.6 **Methodology**

There are a few steps of methodology that been applied in this research and it is described as below:

1. **Modeling and verification of four degrees of freedom (4 DOF) roll suspension system.** The development of a half car suspension has been modeled by using Matlab/Simulink in order to describe the dynamic behavior of a half car model in the vertical and angular body (roll) direction. Therefore, four degrees of freedom (DOF) half car roll suspension model has been simulated and analyzed for this purpose.

2. **Simulation on control design by simulation of active anti-roll suspension with multi-order PID controller**

   Multi-order PID controller was designed and simulated by using Matlab/Simulink software. Then, its performance was tested on a four degree of freedom (4 DOF) half vehicle model as similar as normal suspension usage. As the capability of PID as a controller of active suspension system has been recognized, thus the advance controller design has been studied. The control strategies were evaluated on its capability in reducing body displacement and angular velocity in order increase the ride comfort and vehicle stability.

3. **Performance evaluation of active anti-roll suspension with controllers**

   The final stage in this research was performance verification between the passive suspension system and active anti-roll suspension with multi-order PID controller. Normal